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Starts with UA- 

 

Contains -UA- 

ACCRUALS AACCLRSU ACCRUAL, act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n] 

ACQUAINT AACINQTU to cause to know [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACTUALLY AACLLTUY ACTUAL, existing in fact [adv] 

ACTUATED AACDETTU ACTUATE, to set into action or motion [v] 

ACTUATES AACESTTU ACTUATE, to set into action or motion [v] 

ACTUATOR AACORTTU one that actuates (to set into action or motion) [n -S] 

ADEQUACY AACDEQUY state of being adequate (sufficient for specific requirement) [n -CIES] 

ADEQUATE AADEEQTU sufficient for specific requirement [adj] 

AGUACATE AAACEGTU avocado (edible fruit of tropical tree) [n -S] 

ALGUACIL AACGILLU constable in Spanish-speaking country [n -S] 

ALGUAZIL AAGILLUZ alguacil (constable in Spanish-speaking country) [n -S] 

ALIQUANT AAILNQTU not dividing evenly into another number [adj] 

ANNUALLY AALLNNUY once year [adv] 

AQUACADE AAACDEQU swimming and diving exhibition [n -S] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n]  

AQUAFARM AAAFMQRU to cultivate food fish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AQUAFITS AAFIQSTU AQUAFIT, exercise class in water [n] 

AQUALUNG AAGLNQUU trademark [n -S] 

AQUANAUT AAANQTUU scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations [n -S] 

AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj] 

AQUARIAN AAAINQRU member of old sects that used water rather than wine in religious ceremonies [n -S] 

AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S] 

AQUARIUM AAIMQRUU water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n -IA, -S] 

AQUATICS AACIQSTU AQUATIC, organism living or growing in or near water [n] 

AQUATINT AAINQTTU to etch, using certain process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AQUATONE AAENOQTU type of printing process [n -S] 

AQUAVITS AAIQSTUV AQUAVIT, Scandinavian liquor [n] 

ARAHUANA AAAAHNRU arowana (tropical fish) [n -S]  

ARCUATED AACDERTU arcuate (curved like bow) [adj] 

ARGUABLE AABEGLRU capable of being argued about [adj]  

ARGUABLY AABGLRUY ARGUABLE, capable of being argued about [adv] 

ARMGUARD AADGMRRU covering to protect arm [n -S] 

ASSUAGED AADEGSSU ASSUAGE, to make less severe [v] 

ASSUAGER AAEGRSSU one that assuages (to make less severe) [n -S] 

ASSUAGES AAEGSSSU ASSUAGE, to make less severe [v] 

BIANNUAL AABILNNU occurring twice year [adj] 

BIMANUAL AABILMNU done with two hands [adj] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BIVOUACS ABCIOSUV BIVOUAC, to make camp [v] 

CASUALLY AACLLSUY informally (in informal (marked by absence of formality or ceremony) manner) [adv] 

CASUALTY AACLSTUY victim of war or disaster [n -TIES] 

CINQUAIN ACIINNQU stanza of five lines [n -S] 

COEQUALS ACELOQSU COEQUAL, one who is equal with another [n] 
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COEQUATE ACEEOQTU to equate with something else [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CUMQUATS ACMQSTUU CUMQUAT, kumquat (citrus fruit) [n] 

DECIDUAE ACDDEEIU DECIDUA, mucous membrane of uterus [n] 

DECIDUAL ACDDEILU DECIDUA, mucous membrane of uterus [adj] 

DECIDUAS ACDDEISU DECIDUA, mucous membrane of uterus [n] 

DISSUADE ADDEISSU to persuade not to do something [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DIVIDUAL ADDIILUV capable of being divided [adj] 

DUALISED ADDEILSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALISES ADEILSSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALISMS ADILMSSU DUALISM, philosophical theory [n] 

DUALISTS ADILSSTU DUALIST, adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n] 

DUALIZED ADDEILUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUALIZES ADEILSUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUALLIES ADEILLSU DUALLIE, dually [n] / DUALLY, pickup truck with double rear wheels [n] 

DUATHLON ADHLNOTU long-distance race involving running and bicycling [n -S] 

EQUALING AEGILNQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALISE AEEILQSU to equalize (to make equal) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EQUALITY AEILQTUY state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [n -TIES] 

EQUALIZE AEEILQUZ to make equal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EQUALLED ADEELLQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUATING AEGINQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATION AEINOQTU act of equating (to make equal) [n -S] 

EQUATIVE AEEIQTUV denoting sentence in which one term is identified with another [adj] 

EQUATORS AEOQRSTU EQUATOR, great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n] 

ESCUAGES ACEEGSSU ESCUAGE, scutage (tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service) [n] 

EVACUANT AACENTUV cathartic medicine [n -S] 

EVACUATE AACEETUV to remove from dangerous area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EVALUATE AAEELTUV to determine value of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EVENTUAL AEELNTUV occurring at later time [adj] 

EXERGUAL AEEGLRUX EXERGUE, space on coin [adj] 

GOUACHES ACEGHOSU GOUACHE, method of painting [n] 

GRADUALS AADGLRSU GRADUAL, hymn sung in alternate parts [n] 

GRADUAND AADDGNRU one who is about to graduate [n -S] 

GRADUATE AADEGRTU to receive academic degree or diploma [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GUACHARO AACGHORU tropical bird [n -ES, -S] 

GUAIACOL AACGILOU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUAIACUM AACGIMUU medicinal resin [n -S] 

GUAIOCUM ACGIMOUU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n -S] 

GUANACOS AACGNOSU GUANACO, South American mammal [n] 

GUANASES AAEGNSSU GUANASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

GUANIDIN ADGIINNU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUANINES AEGINNSU GUANINE, chemical compound [n] 

GUARACHE AACEGHRU huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

GUARANAS AAAGNRSU GUARANA, South American shrub [n] 

GUARANIS AAGINRSU GUARANI, monetary unit of Paraguay [n] 

GUARANTY AAGNRTUY to assume responsibility for quality of [v -TIED, -ING, -TIES] 
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GUARDANT AADGNRTU guardian (one that guards (to protect)) [n -S] 

GUARDDOG ADDGGORU dog trained to guard persons or property [n -S] 

GUARDERS ADEGRRSU GUARDER, one that guards (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n] 

GUARDIAN AADGINRU one that guards (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

GUARDING ADGGINRU GUARD, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

GUAYULES AEGLSUUY GUAYULE, shrub that is source of rubber [n] 

HABITUAL AABHILTU occurring frequently or constantly [adj] 

HUARACHE AACEHHRU flat-heeled sandal [n -S] 

HUARACHO AACHHORU huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

IGUANIAN AAGIINNU lizard related to iguana [n -S] 

IGUANIDS ADGIINSU IGUANID, long-tailed lizard [n] 

ISSUABLE ABEILSSU authorized for issuing [adj]  

ISSUABLY ABILSSUY ISSUABLE, authorized for issuing [adv] 

ISSUANCE ACEINSSU act of issuing (to come forth) [n -S] 

JACQUARD AACDJQRU fabric of intricate weave [n -S] 

KUMQUATS AKMQSTUU KUMQUAT, citrus fruit [n] 

LANGUAGE AAEGGLNU body of words and systems serving as means of communication [n -S] 

LINGUALS AGILLNSU LINGUAL, sound articulated with tongue [n] 

LIQUATED ADEILQTU LIQUATE, to purify metal by heating [v] 

LIQUATES AEILQSTU LIQUATE, to purify metal by heating [v] 

MAHUANGS AAGHMNSU MAHUANG, Asian plant [n] 

MAJAGUAS AAAGJMSU MAJAGUA, tropical tree [n] 

MANUALLY AALLMNUY by means of hands [adv] 

MESSUAGE AEEGMSSU dwelling house with its adjacent buildings and land [n -S] 

MORTUARY AMORRTUY place where dead bodies are kept until burial [n -RIES] 

MUDGUARD ADDGMRUU fender (metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle) [n -S] 

MUSQUASH AHMQSSUU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -ES] 

MUTUALLY ALLMTUUY in manner shared in common [adv] 

NONEQUAL AELNNOQU one that is not equal [n -S] 

NUANCING ACGINNNU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

OBITUARY ABIORTUY published notice of death [n -RIES] 

OESTRUAL AELORSTU estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals))) [adj] 

OLDSQUAW ADLOQSUW sea duck [n -S] 

OQUASSAS AAOQSSSU OQUASSA, small lake trout [n] 

OUABAINS AABINOSU OUABAIN, cardiac stimulant [n] 

PADUASOY AADOPSUY strong silk fabric [n -S] 

PARAQUAT AAAPQRTU weed killer [n -S] 

PERSUADE ADEEPRSU to cause to do something by means of argument, reasoning, or entreaty [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PIQUANCE ACEINPQU piquancy (quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste)) [n -S] 

PIQUANCY ACINPQUY quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste) [n -CIES] 

PIRAGUAS AAGIPRSU PIRAGUA, dugout canoe [n] 

PUNCTUAL ACLNPTUU being on time [adj] 

PURSUANT ANPRSTUU in accordance [adv] 

QUAALUDE AADELQUU sedative drug [n -S] 

QUACKERY ACEKQRUY fraudulent practice [n -RIES] 

QUACKIER ACEIKQRU QUACKY, resembling cry of duck [adj] 
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QUACKING ACGIKNQU QUACK, to utter characteristic cry of duck [v] 

QUACKISH ACHIKQSU fraudulent [adj] 

QUACKISM ACIKMQSU quackery (fraudulent practice) [n -S] 

QUADDING ADDGINQU QUAD, to space out by means of quadrats [v] 

QUADPLEX ADELPQUX building having four units [n -ES] 

QUADRANS AADNQRSU ancient Roman coin [n -NTES] 

QUADRANT AADNQRTU quarter section of circle [n -S] 

QUADRATE AADEQRTU to correspond or agree [v -D, -TING, -S] 

QUADRATI AADIQRTU QUADRATUS, rectangular muscle [n] / rectangular muscles [n QUADRATI] 

QUADRATS AADQRSTU QUADRAT, piece of type metal used for filling spaces [n] 

QUADRICS ACDIQRSU QUADRIC, type of geometric surface [n] 

QUADRIGA AADGIQRU chariot drawn by four horses [n -E] 

QUADROON ADNOOQRU person of one-quarter black ancestry [n -S] 

QUAESTOR AEOQRSTU ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

QUAFFERS AEFFQRSU QUAFFER, one that quaffs (to drink deeply) [n] 

QUAFFING AFFGINQU QUAFF, to drink deeply [v] 

QUAGGIER AEGGIQRU QUAGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

QUAGMIRE AEGIMQRU area of marshy ground [n -S] 

QUAGMIRY AGIMQRUY marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

QUAHAUGS AAGHQSUU QUAHAUG, quahog (edible clam) [n] 

QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUAILING AGIILNQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUAINTER AEINQRTU QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adj] 

QUAINTLY AILNQTUY QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adv] 

QUAKIEST AEIKQSTU QUAKY, tending to quake [adj] 

QUALMIER AEILMQRU QUALMY, qualmish (having qualms (feeling of doubt or misgiving)) [adj] 

QUALMISH AHILMQSU having qualms (feeling of doubt or misgiving) [adj] 

QUANDANG AADGNNQU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S] 

QUANDARY AADNQRUY dilemma (perplexing situation) [n -RIES] 

QUANDONG ADGNNOQU Australian tree [n -S] 

QUANTICS ACINQSTU QUANTIC, type of mathematical function [n] 

QUANTIFY AFINQTUY to determine quantity of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

QUANTILE AEILNQTU any of values of random variable that divides frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUANTING AGINNQTU QUANT, to propel through water with pole [v] 

QUANTISE AEINQSTU to quantize (to limit possible values of to discrete set) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

QUANTITY AINQTTUY specified or indefinite amount or number [n -TIES] 

QUANTIZE AEINQTUZ to limit possible values of to discrete set [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

QUANTONG AGNNOQTU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S] 

QUARRELS AELQRRSU QUARREL, to engage in angry dispute [v] 

QUARRIED ADEIQRRU QUARRY, to dig stone from excavation [v] 

QUARRIER AEIQRRRU one that quarries (to dig stone from excavation) [n -S] 

QUARRIES AEIQRRSU QUARRY, to dig stone from excavation [v] 

QUARTANS AANQRSTU QUARTAN, recurrent malarial fever [n] 

QUARTERN AENQRRTU one-fourth of something [n -S] 

QUARTERS AEQRRSTU QUARTER, to divide into four equal parts [v] 

QUARTETS AEQRSTTU QUARTET, group of four [n] 
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QUARTICS ACIQRSTU QUARTIC, type of mathematical function [n] 

QUARTIER AEIQRRTU district in French city [n -S] 

QUARTILE AEILQRTU portion of frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUARTZES AEQRSTUZ QUARTZ, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

QUASHERS AEHQRSSU QUASHER, one that quashes (to suppress completely) [n] 

QUASHING AGHINQSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QUASSIAS AAIQSSSU QUASSIA, tropical tree [n] 

QUASSINS AINQSSSU QUASSIN, medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n] 

QUATORZE AEOQRTUZ set of four cards of same denomination scoring fourteen points [n -S] 

QUATRAIN AAINQRTU stanza of four lines [n -S] 

QUAVERED ADEEQRUV QUAVER, to quiver (to shake with slight but rapid motion) [v] 

QUAVERER AEEQRRUV one that quavers (to quiver (to shake with slight but rapid motion)) [n -S] 

QUAYAGES AAEGQSUY QUAYAGE, charge for use of quay [n] 

QUAYLIKE AEIKLQUY QUAY, wharf [adj] 

QUAYSIDE ADEIQSUY area adjacent to quay [n -S] 

RESIDUAL ADEILRSU something left over [n -S] 

REVENUAL AEELNRUV REVENUE, income of government [adj] 

RITUALLY AILLRTUY ceremonially (in ceremonial manner) [adv] 

RORQUALS ALOQRRSU RORQUAL, large whale [n] 

SAGUAROS AAGORSSU SAGUARO, tall cactus [n] 

SAHUAROS AAHORSSU SAHUARO, saguaro (tall cactus) [n] 

SEAQUAKE AAEEKQSU undersea earthquake [n -S] 

SEXUALLY AELLSUXY SEXUAL, pertaining to sex [adv] 

SILIQUAE AEIILQSU SILIQUA, silique (type of seed capsule) [n] 

SINUATED ADEINSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

SINUATES AEINSSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

SITUATED ADEISTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position [v] 

SITUATES AEISSTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position [v] 

SQUABBLE ABBELQSU to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SQUADDED ADDDEQSU SQUAD, to form into squads (small organized groups) [v] 

SQUADDIE ADDEIQSU military recruit [n -S] 

SQUADRON ADNOQRSU to arrange in squadrons (units of military organization) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUALENE AEELNQSU chemical compound [n -S] 

SQUALLED ADELLQSU SQUALL, to cry or scream loudly [v] 

SQUALLER AELLQRSU one that squalls (to cry or scream loudly) [n -S] 

SQUALORS ALOQRSSU SQUALOR, quality or state of being squalid [n] 

SQUAMATE AAEMQSTU any of order of reptiles [n -S] 

SQUAMOSE AEMOQSSU SQUAMA, scale [adj] 

SQUAMOUS AMOQSSUU SQUAMA, scale [adj] 

SQUANDER ADENQRSU to spend wastefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUARELY AELQRSUY in straightforward and honest manner [adv] 

SQUARERS AEQRRSSU SQUARER, one that squares (to make square) [n] 

SQUAREST AEQRSSTU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] 

SQUARING AGINQRSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUARISH AHIQRSSU somewhat square [adj] 

SQUASHED ADEHQSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 
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SQUASHER AEHQRSSU one that squashes (to press into pulp or flat mass) [n -S] 

SQUASHES AEHQSSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUATTED ADEQSTTU SQUAT, to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels [v] 

SQUATTER AEQRSTTU SQUAT, short and thick [adj] / to move through water [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUAWKED ADEKQSUW SQUAWK, to utter loud, harsh cry [v] 

SQUAWKER AEKQRSUW one that squawks (to utter loud, harsh cry) [n -S] 

STATUARY AARSTTUY group of statues [n -RIES] 

SUASIONS AINOSSSU SUASION, persuasion [n] 

SUBDUALS ABDLSSUU SUBDUAL, act of subduing (to bring under control) [n] 

TATOUAYS AAOSTTUY TATOUAY, South American armadillo [n] 

TEXTUARY AERTTUXY specialist in study of Scriptures [n -RIES] 

TOLUATES AELOSTTU TOLUATE, chemical salt [n] 

TORQUATE AEOQRTTU having torques (band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck) [adj] 

TRUANTED ADENRTTU TRUANT, to stay out of school without permission [v] 

TRUANTLY ALNRTTUY in manner of one who shirks duty [adv] 

TRUANTRY ANRRTTUY truancy (act of truanting) [n -RIES] 

TUATARAS AAARSTTU TUATARA, large reptile [n] 

TUATERAS AAERSTTU TUATERA, tuatara (large reptile) [n] 

UNEQUALS AELNQSUU UNEQUAL, one that is not equal to another [n] 

UNGUARDS ADGNRSUU UNGUARD, to leave unprotected [v] 

UNSEXUAL AELNSUUX not sexual (pertaining to sex) [adj] 

USQUABAE AABEQSUU usquebae (whiskey (liquor)) [n -S] 

VALUABLE AABELLUV possession of value [n -S] 

VALUABLY AABLLUVY with value [adv] 

VALUATED AADELTUV VALUATE, to appraise (to set value on) [v] 

VALUATES AAELSTUV VALUATE, to appraise (to set value on) [v] 

VALUATOR AALORTUV one that valuates (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

VANGUARD AADGNRUV forefront of movement [n -S] 

VICTUALS ACILSTUV VICTUAL, to provide with food [v] 

VISUALLY AILLSUVY with regard to sight [adv] 

 

Ends with -UA 

CONTINUA ACINNOTU mathematical sets [n CONTINUA] 

MENSTRUA AEMNRSTU solvents (substance capable of dissolving others) [n MENSTRUA] 

SASANQUA AAANQSSU  Japanese camellia [n -S] 

TAMANDUA AAADMNTU  arboreal anteater [n -S] 

 


